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Utica Community Schools students build
prosthetics for nonprofit organization
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In a world where it’s often difficult for adults with autism, down syndrome, cerebral project will go into full production; if not, the project gets sent back to square one.
palsy, visual impairment, or other cognitive disabilities to perform meaningful work,
The CTE students are also entering their prosthetics into a contest sponsored by AbilityOne,
Special Dreams Farm is a 31-acre place of employment exone of the largest sources of employment for those who are blind
clusively for developmentally disabled adults. Not only do
or have significant disabilities. The “SourceAmerica Design Chalthese farmers contribute, but they also gain self worth
lenge” is a national engineering competition aimed at creating inand confidence, while allowing social interaction.
novative workplace technology for people with disabilities.
After hearing about the difficulties some of the farm“It’s amazing the things engineers can do to help,” principal
ers were having performing tasks, Utica High School
Thomas Lietz said. “Any time you do something that helps you,
teacher Warren Day’s CTE students are once again apand helps another person, it’s very good.”
plying their classroom skills to help solve real-world
Last year, Day’s students worked on a similar project to apply
problems.
labels to plastic bottles.
Day recruited a group of students to build pros“We were able to make and construct a design last year,” sethetics meant to help workers at special dreams farm.
nior Robert Wycowski said. “However, we didn’t enter it into the
The tool Day’s students are tasked with inventing
competition.”
is one that simultaneously digs a hole and drops a seed,
The students decided to get a head start this year to meet the
making it easier for those with a handicap to farm.
Jan. 12 deadline, submitting a video and written description of the
“It’s a real-life situation, “senior Justin Janulewicz said.
invention.
“It’s not school as usual.”
Day’s students are utilizing a state-of-the-art 3D printer in their
Junior Vincent Bommarito has a family conneclab to create parts. As with most construction projects, the class
tion to the farm and project, as his uncle works at the farm, Software, paired with a state-of-the-art 3D printer, helps students has multiple designs and prototypes that are being tested.
and his grandparents founded the farm.
The first design had one flaw, in which too many seeds were
create prosthetics. ETHAN CARTWRIGHT PHOTO
“Everyone does a wide range of jobs, like farming, cooking
released at one time. The second design only allowed one seed into
and making crafts,” Bommarito said. “They sell the crafts, as well as
the mechanism at one time, in theory.
farm vegetables and fruits.”
Projects like this give our class a purpose,” junior Hunter Davies said. ”I’ve helped with the deThe class plans to take the prototype to the farm as a way to test the design. If it works, the sign of the first and second seed planter, and I plan on going to the farm to test the designs soon.”

Prototype #1

Prototype #2
The new prototype keeps the
same base, but switches up
the top portion, due to too
many seeds being released
in the first design. The team
added a crank on the side
that releases a single seed
through a funnel they printed.

This ligament is
used to dig a hole
for the next seed
The seed falls down
this tube and lands
in the dirt.

UHS Junior Hunter Davies

The trigger, once
pulled, is meant
to release a seed
to travel down
the tube.
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